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Abstract
Purpose: This study observed the plantar pressure between flexible flatfoot and normal foot on different walking conditions to find out if
flexible flatfoot needs the treatment and how the plantar pressure change while walking upstairs and downstairs.
Subjects and Methods: Fifteen adults with mild flexible flatfoot, fifteen adults with severe flexible flatfoot and fifteen adults with normal
foot were examined while walking on a level surface, walking up and down 10 cm and 20 cm stairs. The contact area and the load rate were
acquired using the RSscan system. The repeated measures ANOVA was performed to analyze the data.

Results: Compared with normal foot, both contact area and load rate of severe flatfoot were significantly increased on different walking
conditions. When walking down 10 cm and 20 cm stairs, the plantar data of both normal foot and flatfoot were significantly increased.

Conclusion: The plantar pressure of severe flexible flatfoot were significantly larger than that of normal foot on different walking
conditions. In addition, the arches of both normal foot and flatfoot were obviously deformed when walking downstairs. It is therefore
necessary to be treated for severe flexible flatfoot to prevent further deformation. Whether adults with flexible flatfoot need the treatment is
depend on the severity but not the symptom.
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Introduction
Flexible flatfoot is a common disease and whether adults
with flexible flatfoot need the treatment has always been a
controversy. Flexible flatfoot can be further divided into mild
flexible flatfoot and severe flexible flatfoot. So far, previous
studies did not observe the plantar pressure of both kinds
respectively and they had only focused on the plantar pressure of
walking on the level surface. However, the differences between
mild flexible flatfoot and severe flexible flatfoot, and how the
plantar pressure changes while walking upstairs or downstairs
has not been studied [1-3].
We examined the contact area and load rate of mild flexible
flatfoot, severe flexible flatfoot and normal foot while walking
on a level surface, walking up and down 10 cm and 20 cm stairs
to estimate how plantar pressure changed and further to find
out if flexible flatfoot needs the treatment. All the patients have
no symptom. The repeated measures ANOVA with a level of
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significance of p<0.05 was performed using spss 13.0. The 95%
confidence intervals (CIs) (p<0.05) was considered statistically
significant.
With the progression of the disease, the arch will become
flat further result in an increase of contact area and load rate.
The load rate (N/ms) can be used to indicate the load-bearing
ratio for one part of the foot per millisecond. The contact area
(square centimeters)can be used to indicate the area of contact
between one part of the foot and the ground.

The significant differences were found in contact area
and load rate between severe flexible flatfoot and normal foot
(p<0.01), and between severe flexible flatfoot and mild flexible
flatfoot (p<0.01). While there was no significant difference
between mild flexible flatfoot and normal foot in both data.
(p>0.05) In addition, there was no intersection of the 95% CIs of
both data between severe flexible flatfoot and normal foot on 5
001
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different walking conditions. Furthermore, no intersection could
be found between mild flexible flatfoot and normal foot when
walking downstairs. Besides, the 95% CIs of downstairs of both
data did not intersect with any other walking conditions not only
in flatfoot but also in normal foot.

The results implied that the plantar pressure of severe
flexible flatfoot were significantly larger than that of normal foot.
Although there was no difference between mild flexible flatfoot
and normal foot when walking on the level surface and walking
upstairs, the plantar pressure of mild flexible flatfoot did differ
from the normal foot when walking downstairs. Additionally, the
arches of both normal foot and flatfoot were obviously deformed
when walking down 10 cm and 20 cm stairs [4-6].

Conclusion

Although the adults with severe flexible flatfoot did not
have any symptom, they may still need treatment to prevent
further deformation. Whether adults with flexible flatfoot need
the treatment might be better depend on the severity than the
symptom. However, further studies are necessary to analyze
the plantar pressure of adults with flatfoot in other areas in the
future.
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